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“Syrian Regular Army and Palestinian factions, loyal to SRA, 

prevented people of Husaineia and Sbaina camps of returning 

to their homes for more than nine months” 

 

 
 

 

 Palestinians of Syria in Turkey and Lebanon sit-in with the people 

of Jerusalem. 

 Bombing of the vicinity of Khan Al Sheih camp in Damascus city. 

 Strict siege continues on the Yarmouk camp at Damascus. 

 Living and economic crises in Al Raml camp at Lathakia. 

 

 

Husaineia Camp 
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Recent Updates 

Syrian Regular Army and some Palestinian factions loyal to it, continues 

preventing people of Husaineia and Sbaina camps of returning to their 

homes despite of their full control of the two camps. 

The Regular army and the factions controlled Hussainia camp since 

October 2013 and Sbaina camp since November 2013, after violent 

clashes between them and groups of the Free Army. People of the two 

camps are demanding to allow them to return to their homes, as they 

received several promises from official Syrian sides but these promises 

have not been carried out till now. 

Thus, people of the two camps suffer of extra economical burdens that 

were accumulated after the rent houses raised and the spread of 

unemployment, while they fled to the neighboring cities and camps. 

In a related context, the siege imposed on Yarmouk camp, since about a 

year, still continues, as the checkpoints of the Regular Army and the 

Public Front- General Command preventing the entry of food and basic 

supplies in addition to the prevention of the people to cross through it. 

The siege led to the death of 151 victims due to the lack of nutrition and 

medical care. 

On the other hand, sounds of heavy explosions were heard on Khan Al 

Sheih camp in Damascus city, turns out to be resulted in the bombing of 

surrounding farms. The bombing coincided with warplane hovering and 

outage of telecommunication and internet for about a week, meanwhile 

the power came back to the residents homes.  

As for Lathakia, a stat of calm prevailed Al Raml camp. People of the 

camp complain of several economic crises, most prominent the raise of 

prices and the unemployment spread. Meanwhile, people of Jaraman 

camp suffer of the same crises. 

A number of Palestinian Syrian refugees, who are residing in a shelter at 

Kells Turkish town, organized a solidarity set-in with their families in 

Jerusalem. The refugees prayed funeral prayer on the Palestinian child 
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Mohammed Abu Khodair, from the occupied Jerusalem, who was burned 

to death by Israeli settlers. They also assured their adherence to their 

right of return to their homeland Palestine. 

 
The solidarity set-in in the refugees shelter at Kells 

It is worth mentioning that hundreds of Palestinian Syrian families were 

fled to Turkey because of the siege and the bombings that targeted their 

camps. Most of the families suffer of economic and legal problems, as the 

majority of them entered Turkey illegally because the Turkish embassy in 

Lebanon refused to give them entry permeations without giving reasons. 

Another solidarity set-in took place at Ain Al Helwa camp in Sidon city 

south Lebanon, in solidarity with Jerusalem; raising Slogans that 

condemn the heinous crime done by Israeli settlers to the child 

Mohammed Abu Khodair. 

Palestinian refugees from all sides, participated in the solidarity sit-in, 

with a remarkable presence of the Palestinians of Syria. According to 

UNRWA statistics about 25% of the Palestinian refugees of Syria lives at 

Ain Al Helwa, in average of 2091 family. 
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Release 

Omar Mohammed Khalil from Khan AL Sheih camp was released after 

being detained for about a month. 

 

Missing 

The old man "Mohammed Abu Libda" from the Yarmouk camp in 

Damascus city was missed at Al Tal area. 

 
Mohammed Abu Libda 

Arrest 

Syrian Security arrested "Ali Amein Aleian" from Tal Shihab village 

south Syria since last June from Nahr Aisha checkpoint in Damascus. 

 
Ali Amein Aleian 


